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Co-leaders
Monica Divitini, IDI-NTNU
Babak A. Farshchian, SINTEF IKT
Michail Giannakos, IDI-NTNU
Sobah A. Petersen, SINTEF Our vision is to realize a better society 

through lifelong learning for all.
The main research goal is to understand 
the interplay between learning and 
technology as both an enabler and a 
transforming factor, distinguishing 
mechanisms that are domain specific and 
general.



In Norway 30% of the youth drop 
from high school and 7% live of 
different forms of social, lacking 
skills to get and remain into the job 
market.

2030: with the current model
circa 60 - 70 % of all the newly
educated should be working in 
health and well-being related
jobs

In 2020 there might be a shortage of 
almost 1 million ICT professional in 
Europe. Still most primary 
educational systems do not provide 
ICT education

3 million Syrian children 
have lost access to 
school. In addition, they 
are struggling with major 
traumas who impact on 
their capability to learn
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By 2030, ensure that all learners acquire the knowledge and skills needed to 
promote sustainable development, including, among others, through 
education for sustainable development and sustainable lifestyles, human 
rights, gender equality, promotion of a culture of peace and non-violence, 
global citizenship and appreciation of cultural diversity and of culture’s 
contribution to sustainable development 



Technologies for social interaction, learning, 
and cooperation

TECHNOLOGY,    
new spaces of 
possibilities

THEORY and 
learning 
approaches

PRACTICE 
and user 
needs
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WATCHiT for capturing

CroMAR for Scenario 1

TRAINER for Scenario 2





User-generated data collection



wTAGS are shortcuts to bookmark specific data,
with qualitative context information
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Interactive board games to learn soft skills in crisis training:
Don´t Panic
Simone Mora, Tomas Fagerbekk, Ines Di Loreto, Monica Divitini
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Virtual
Physical

Computer Game Engine
(rules, static contents, game variables)

Augmented game pieces

Representation Control

Intangible
(dynamic)

tangible
(static)

<<updates>>
<<updates>>

1st loop
(physical)2nd loop

(digital)



Navigate









From Don´t Panic to Anyboard: Towards a toolkit for making interactive board games

Open Source Software library

Computer-augmented game tokens
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Stay tuned …



















design learning systems as socially embedded systems



Thanks to my colleagues -
For more about our work see teseolab.org


